MUSIC

9
AMINA CLAUDINE MYERS
"VOICE CHOIR"

10
NED SUBLETTE AND
THE SOUTHWESTERNERS
"WESTERN CLASSICS"

28
ARLENE FLYNN DUNLAP
"MUSIC OF DANIEL LENTZ"

29-31
JAMAICAN MUSIC FESTIVAL
CURATED BY HABTE SELASSIE

DANCE

STREET DANCE
N.Y. TO L.A.

2-3
GRAFFITI ROCK
NEW YORK'S B-BOY BREAKING PAST AND PRESENT:
HOSTED BY FAB 5 FREDDY

22-24
TONI BASIL PRESENTS
A DECADE OF LOS ANGELES STREET DANCE
(note change from program as announced in September calendar)

VIDEO

1-31
VIDEO VIEWING ROOM
(Tues-Sat, 1-6pm)
GALLOWAY/RABINOWITZ
(1-2pm)
THIRD WORLD NEWSREEL WORKSHOP
(2-3pm)
STEINA & WOODY VASULKA
(3-4pm)
ALAN & SUSAN RAYMOND
(4-6pm)

18
STEINA & WOODY VASULKA
"MOSTLY DIGITAL"
Evening Screening

26
ALAN & SUSAN RAYMOND
"HOLLYWOOD"
Evening Screening

GALLERY

8-31
GARY HILL
"PRIMARILY SPEAKING"
Video Installation

PERFORMANCE
& FILM

12
NAM JUNE PAIK
"A TRIBUTE TO ANDY MANNICK"
ANDY MANNICK
"A TRIBUTE TO NAM JUNE PAIK"

13-15
ALAN & SUSAN RAYMOND
"AN AMERICAN FAMILY"
Special Screening

16-17
AMIRI BARAKA
"THE DIM'CRACKR PARTY CONVENTION"
"WEIMAR 2: A THEATER PIECE"

The Kitchen is a non-profit organization supported by tax-deductible contributions from corporations, foundations and individuals.